In vitro targeting of avidin-expressing glioma cells with biotinylated persistent luminescence nanoparticles.
Far red emitting persistent luminescence nanoparticles (PLNP) were synthesized and functionalized with biotin to study their targeting ability toward biotin-binding proteins. First, the interaction of biotin-decorated PLNP with streptavidin, immobilized on a plate, was shown to be highly dependent on the presence of a PEG spacer between the surface of the nanoparticles and the biotin ligand. Second, interaction between biotin-PEG-PLNP and free neutravidin in solution was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy. Finally, in vitro binding study on BT4C cells expressing lodavin fusion protein, bearing the extracellular avidin moiety, showed that such biotin-covered PLNP could successfully be targeted to malignant glioma cells through a specific biotin-avidin interaction. The influence of nanoparticle core diameter, incubation time, and PLNP concentration on the efficiency of targeting is discussed.